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An important question you can ask 

yourself is the following how this plot 

changes during the cell cycle?

Can we observe protein expression 

in real time? 

How these expression pattern 

change over time?
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Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) is a powerful 

approach for investigating protein organization, yet tools for 

quantitative, spatial analysis of PALM datasets are largely 

missing. Combining pair-correlation analysis with PALM  

(PC-PALM), we provide a method to analyze complex patterns 

of protein organization across the plasma membrane without 

determination of absolute protein numbers. The approach 

uses an algorithm to distinguish a single protein with 

multiple appearances from clusters of proteins. This enables 

quantification of different parameters of spatial organization, 

including the presence of protein clusters, their size, density 

and abundance in the plasma membrane. Using this method, 

we demonstrate distinct nanoscale organization of plasma-

membrane proteins with different membrane anchoring and 

lipid partitioning characteristics in COS-7 cells, and show 

dramatic changes in glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-

anchored protein arrangement under varying perturbations. 

PC-PALM is thus an effective tool with broad applicability for 

analysis of protein heterogeneity and function, adaptable to 

other single-molecule strategies.

The plasma membrane is a semipermeable, protein-rich, mem-

brane bilayer that mediates key cell functions. Many proteins in 

the plasma membrane have highly organized yet distinct patterns 

of distribution. These distribution patterns arise from the specific 

affinities of proteins for other proteins or lipids in the plasma 

membrane, or from physical barriers imposed by cytoskeletal 

elements in contact with the plasma membrane, which impede 

protein lateral diffusion, sometimes trapping proteins in par-

ticular plasma-membrane domains1,2. The overall result is that 

most plasma-membrane proteins distribute heterogeneously in 

domains of diverse size and composition. This complex arrange-

ment of proteins and lipids in the plasma membrane is believed 

to be critical to various physiological processes3,4.

Understanding the activities of the plasma membrane requires 

an accurate description of how its associated proteins distribute, 

but methods for precisely characterizing this spatial organization 

have been less than satisfactory. Many plasma-membrane proteins 

Probing protein heterogeneity in the plasma 
membrane using PALM and pair correlation analysis
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show no enriched signal or specific spatial organization when 

visualized optically because the scale of their heterogeneity is too 

small to be resolved. Techniques such as electron microscopy5,6, 

near-field scanning optical microscopy7 and fluorescence reso-

nance energy transfer8,9, all of which can be used for nanoscale 

interrogation, do not offer a detailed nanoscopic description of 

overall plasma-membrane protein organization at high density 

owing to several technical obstacles. In particular, high-density 

labeling of proteins in electron microscopy is difficult, antibod-

ies used in electron microscopy and near-field scanning opti-

cal microscopy may cause artifactual cross-linking (or result in 

multiple labeling of single proteins)10, mechanical rip-off of the 

top portion of the cell to visualize plasma-membrane proteins in 

electron microscopy could well disrupt plasma-membrane nano-

scale organization, and fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

cannot be used to interrogate protein organization over distances 

greater than ~10 nm.

A promising approach to overcome many of these limitations 

is single-molecule super-resolution imaging, involving single 

marker switching to enable light emission from only one fluoro-

phore in a diffraction-limited spot. Depending on the fluoro-

phore, the technique has been called photoactivated localization 

microscopy (PALM)11, fluorescence PALM12, stochastic optical 

reconstruction microscopy (STORM)13, ground state depletion 

microscopy followed by individual molecule return14 and direct 

STORM15. In the field of plasma-membrane organization, PALM 

has been particularly useful because proteins in this approach are 

precisely modified with a single fluorescent label by genetically 

tagging them with a photoactivatable fluorescent protein (PA-FP), 

and a high density of proteins can be achieved by controlling their 

expression. Consequently, PALM has been used to characterize 

various plasma-membrane proteins, including T-cell receptor 

and Lat distribution on plasma-membrane sheets from T cells16, 

and the distribution of hemagglutinin17, paxillin18, Gag19 and 

Src proteins20.

Despite these successes, use of PALM or other single-molecule 

imaging techniques to precisely characterize the spatial organiza-

tion of proteins in the plasma membrane has been limited because 
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Problems to be solved:

1. Plasma membrane protein has no signal to resolve

2. Scale of heterogeneity is so small, about 10 nm.  It can not be resolved 

regular fluorescence microscopy and confocal microscopy

3. Electron microscopy does not give any dynamic information  

Questions :

• What is the distribution of membrane protein plasma 

membrane?

• How can we separate cluster formation in membrane?

• What is the spatial organization in plasma membrane?





How long does the biological processes take? –

Temporal resolution in biology





Stokes-Einstein Equation 

• D = kBT / 6πγR = 100 um2/s , diffusion constant of a single protein

Thermal energy at room temperature

• At 25 C, kBT = 4.11×10−21 J or Nm

• γ = viscosity of the medium, 10-3 Ns/m2

• R = radius of the protein, average = 2.5 10-9 m 



Active transport vs. Passive 

transport

tdiffusion = x2 / qD

Length of E.coli = 2 um 

tin e.coli = 4 um2 / 2x100um2/s = 20 ms, 

fast enough to regulate events in 

bacteria.Vs.

Length of cell = x = 40 um

tin e.coli = 1600 um2 / 2x100um2/s = 8 s

Very slow process to transport proteins and 

organelles in the cell

q is the dimension 

factor



Axon

Suppose length of axon 200 um

tin e.coli = 40000 um2 / 2x100um2/s = 200 s

Very very slow process to transport proteins 

and organelles in the cell



http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=pt53JOXP-GE

Active transport system to solve the problem!!

Kinesin moves along the microtubule.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pt53JOXP-GE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pt53JOXP-GE


Millisecods





Millisecods

Millisecods





E.Coli cells divide in 40-50 minutes.









NR-containing virus. NR is readily incorporated into vir ions

grown in cells containing the dye. It has been shown that

exposure to light can cause NR dye to crosslink viral RNA

when both are contained within the capsid, rendering the

virus particle noninfectious (Figure S1) [23,24]. Upon RNA

release, the dye is detached from the RNA and the infection

becomes insensitive to irradiation. This assay has been used

to probe the effects of mutations and drugs on the kinetics of

RNA release [16,26]. The kinetics of RNA release as measured

by this assay (t1/2 between of 27 6 3 min) closely mirrored the

kinetics of RNA release asmeasured by the visualization assay

(Figure 1E, see also [9]), supporting that the RNA release

visualized by our imaging assay is relevant to infection.

Genome Release Occurs after Virus Internalization from

Vesicles near the Plasma Membrane
Confocal images of cells infected with dual-labeled virus at

various times p.i. provided us with the first glimpse of the PV

RNA release sites. At an early point (5 min p.i.) before any

substantial RNA release took place, nearly all of the labeled

viruses remained close to the cell surface. Only at later time

points (20–50 min p.i.) was there an accumulation of virus

particles in the inner part of the cell body. These particles

were nearly exclusively singly labeled, containing only the

capsid (Cy5), but not the RNA (Syto82) label, whereas a

substantial fraction of the particles near the cell surface

remained both capsid and RNA positive (Figure 2A). These

Figure 2. PV RNA Release Occurs near the Cell Surface

(A) Live HeLa cells at different times postinfect ion with dual-labeled PV (MOI¼2–3). During the infection, the number of capsids (red) observed inside
the cell is increasing. Colocalization with the RNA (green) is observed primarily near the cell surface and rarely seen deep inside the cell. Scale bar
indicates 10 l m. DIC, differential interference contrast.
(B)Byusing TIRFmicroscopy,it ispossibleto investigateRNAreleasekineticswithin the100–200nm of theevanescent field at theadherent surfaceof thecell.
(C) PV RNA releases observed under TIRF imaging condition.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050183.g002
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and S2D), suggesting that the fluorescence loss was not due to

photobleaching of the RNA label, but rather due to RNA

release. In this experiment, short exposure-time images (500

ms) were recorded only every few minutes to avoid extensive

photobleaching of the Syto82 dye and photodamage of the

dye-labeled RNA. In order to ensure that any potential effect

of photodamage wasexcluded, we also adopted an alternative

imaging procedure and changed the imaging area after each

time point, such that no cells were imaged more than once or

ever exposed to excitation prior to imaging. A similar RNA

release kinetics curve was obtained (Figure 1C). The viruses

began to lose their RNA signal after an initial lag of about 10

min, and the fraction of Cy5-positive particles containing

Syto82 signal showed a steep descent between 10 and 30 min.

As a negative control, we used the Janssen drug R78206 [25],

which binds specifically to PV capsids and prevents the

receptor-induced conformational change and subsequent

RNA release. In the presence of R78206, the fraction of

Cy5-positive particles containing Syto82 signal remained

constant throughout the experiment (Figure 1C), suggesting

that the loss of RNA label is indeed due to the release of RNA

from the virusparticles. Interestingly, the lossof Syto82 signal

from the Cy5-positive capsids was not accompanied by the

appearance of single-colored Syto82 spots elsewhere, whereas

the binding of Syto82 to in vitro–transcribed PV RNA at

physiological salt concentrations was found to be stable for

several hours. We thus propose that RNA release requires

disruption of the RNA secondary structure leading to the

release of the RNA dye upon externalization.

Surprisingly, RNA release washighly efficient. At the outset

of infection, roughly 60% of the Cy5-labeled virus contained

the RNA label. By 60 min postinfection (p.i.), the percentage

was reduced to 10%–15% (Figure 1C). RNA release in HeLa

cells occurred with a t1/2 of 22 6 3 min. We also analyzed the

RNA release kinetics in human kidney-derived cells (Hek 293)

and human neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y). Although the

kineticsof release wasslower in Hek 293 and in SH-SY5Y cells,

RNA release was efficient in all three cell types (Figure 1D).

To further verify the results of the imaging assay, we

performed an infection-based assay for RNA release using

Figure 1. Rapid and Efficient RNA Release of PV

(A) Dual-labeled PV genomic RNA, labeled with Syto 82 (green) colocalizes with the Cy5 labeling of the viral capsid (red). Scale bar indicates 5 l m.
(B) Imaging of RNA release in live HeLa cells at the single virus particle level. Cells infected with dual-labeled PV and imaged 10 min and 60 min p.i..
Scale bar indicates 10 l m.
(C) PV RNA release kinetics in HeLa cells. The cells were infected with PV at MOI¼1. The fraction of Cy5-positive particles containing Syto82 signal was
detected and counted at different time points postinfection. In contrast to the R78206 negative control (R78206 specifically binds PVcapsid and inhibits
conformational change and RNA release), untreated dual-labeled PV releases RNA efficiently.
(D) RNA release could be observed in several cell types with only moderate kinetics delays.
(E) RNA release kinetics measured in the NR assay. At various time points, the cells infected with NR-labeled viruses were exposed to white light,
inducing NRcrosslinking of the viral RNA only while the dye and RNA are constrained within the virus particle. Upon RNA release, the dye and RNA are
no longer constrained, and the infection becomes insensitive to irradiation. The plot shows the titer numbers measured in cells exposed to light at
various time points postinfect ion.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050183.g001
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Tracking the virus entry into cells in real time

B. Brandenburg, L. Y. Lee, M. Lakadamyali, M. J. Rust, X. 

Zhuang, J. M. Hogle, "Imaging poliovirus entry in live cells", 

PLoS Biol. 5, e183, 1543-1555 (2007)

http://zhuang.harvard.edu/Publications/plos_e183.pdf

